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Death rains from above. 

In the dying place Colombians die butchered or mowed down 

Slashed with a machete or blown with a stick 

On the gallows or on the fire 

Bombarded from above or stepped on a landmine. 

By the Uraba’s jungle, by the riverbank of Parancho or Paranchito, 

In her house made of wood or palm leaf, one woman called Eligia  

Fans herself against the heat and the mosquitos, and against fear too. 

As the fan spins she says out loud: 

-How nice would be to die by natural causes. 

Eduardo Galeano 

Amor Puro represents mother’s love, true love, which is unconditional and 
eternal; the love we all feel until we die. Amor Puro is mothers desperate love 
who have lost their children in violent political contexts in Argentina and 
Colombia, and spent the rest of their lives looking for their sons and family 
members. This performance addresses a current Colombian reality and another 
already overcome in Argentina: the kidnapping, disappearance, and most of the 
times assassination of young children for political reasons. In Colombia, such 
unfortunate events have been known as a “positive-false” which means that 
somebody is mistakenly showed by the army as a killed guerrilla member. It has 
been a tragedy for the country, youth population, and the nation.   
Amor Puro speaks about Luz Marina, María and hundreds of Latin American 
mothers whose  lives have been transformed because of their child's sudden, 
absurd and forced lost. This performance explores the broken relationship 
between mother and son due to violence, and the universe that emerges 
because of this. It is an exploration of these women feelings and experiences. It 
is a journey through the desperate search, helplessness, nostalgia, sadness, but 
the solidarity and the strength of these women struggle. Amor Puro honored all 
Latin American women and mothers.  

About AMOR PURO 



 

Amor Puro arises as a shout and a plea for the truth; a prayer for justice. Pure 
love transforms, builds and consolidates one collective voice, the voice of the 
mothers who march in circles: following the same steps and repeating the same 
situations while they are looking for the truth and for the memories of their sons. 

This performance is inspired by the mothers of the disappeared in Colombia and 
Argentina, their collective power, their melancholia, memories and permanent 
fight against oblivion. It is a performance that mix Colombian and Argentine folk 
music with a contemporary dance, creating a simple and sublime manifestation 
of art.  

One of the main purposes of Amor Puro is to show and reflect on the 
consequences of the disappearance and loss of family members due to social 
conflicts and violence in the midst of Latin American context, specifically 
Colombia and Argentina. We love Latin America and its complex reality, but we 
are willing to commit to the construction of our memory. Then, there is a pure 
[Puro] collective commitment based on the love [Amor] needed to surpass any 
traumatic and violent event. 

Synopsis



Amor Puro is divided by two parts:  
The first one is an exhibition outside the theater of a collection of photographs 
on Argentinean and Chilean dictatorships; illegal executions perpetrated in 
Colombia, and Iguala mass kidnapping of 43 students in Mexico in 2014. The 
audience look at these pictures while 3 musicians sing and an old radio plays 
recordings of Plaza de Mayo mothers and grandmothers from Argentina and 
false-positive kidnapper's voices from Colombia.  

In the second part, 7 dancers and 4 musicians perform a touching non linear 
narrative of forced disappearance from the mother's point of view in 7 scenes. 
Bodies, sounds and voices seek to explore emotions such as despair, rage, and 
sadness, but at the same time the struggle and resistance of the mothers and 
women looking for their sons and family members. 

Performance Descriptions.



 



This performance was created in two stages. First, this project awarded a 
fellowship by the Colombian Ministry of Culture in 2015. As a result of this, a 
preliminary version of Amor Puro was created in Buenos Aires (Argentina). Javier 
Blanco was the director and ñU dance company collaborated in the project as 
well. 

The second stage was developed in Bogotá (Colombia) in 2018 under the 
direction of Javier Blanco (Seis grados danza) and Nayla Espinosa (ñu dance 
company) with the collaboration of Tercer Piso danza and Academia de Artes 
Guerrero.  

Amor Puro was performed for the first time on February 22th, 2018 at the 
Academia de Artes Guerrero auditorium in Bogotá. The performance was 
presented three sold-out times more in the same theater. It was also selected to 
perform at the Festival de Teatro Alternativo on March 2018 and it was invited to 
be part of the Ventana Internacional de las Artes in Bogotá.  

Creation Process 



AMOR PURO 

Direction and Choreography by: Nayla Espinosa García and Javier Blanco. 

Assistant Director: Hugo Rodríguez. 

Live Music by: David Espitia, Nicolás Soto, Oscar García and Cristian Wilches. 

Music composed by: Bengt Jönsson, David Espitia and Nicolás Soto. 

Dancers and co-creators in Colombia:  

Angélica Roa, Carolina Avellaneda, Martha García, Ximena Cuervo, Adriana 

Gutiérrez, Rebecca de la Hoz and Jimmy Yopasa. 

Dancers and co-creators in Argentina:  

Andrea López, Carla Galválice, Betiana Barros, Patricia Capasso and Cecilia 

Alarcón. 

Technical Director: Mario Ávila. 

Costume: Martha García and Luisa Pinzón. 

General Producers: Javier Blanco and Nayla Espinosa. 

Executive Producer: Héctor Espinosa. 

Videographer: Paloma Lizarralde 

Photography: Mauricio Mejía. 

Collaborators:  

Tercer Piso Danza and Académia de Artes Guerrero.

Obra resultado de la Residencia artística Colombia - Argentina. 

Programa Estímulos 2015. 

Ministerio de Cultura de Colombia. 

Data Sheet. 





Name of the performance: AMOR PURO.

Duration: 55 minutes. 

(15 minutes are devoted to an art intervention out of the theater with photographs and 

sounds about the conflict in some Latin American countries. 40 minutes in the stage).


Stage: black box. 

Audience: suitable for all audience. 


Team members: 15*

Directors: 2

General assistant: 1 

Dancers: 7

Musicians: 4

Technical director: 1

* You can check in the next page the different versions of the performance. 


Live musical instruments. 
1 Cello.

1 cajon peruano.

1 melodic.

1 acustic guitar.

1 cuatro.

1 traverse flute.

Voice. 


Web site. 
https://surcreacionescenic.wixsite.com/surcreacionescenica/amor-puro

Reel. 
https://vimeo.com/257738826

Photography portfolio. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J8z-ZaOjCLZfgO3Rb6wUIRd7C8NXoOH3/view?
usp=sharing

Press release. 
http://diastematicos.com/2018/02/debe-doler-el-amor/


General Information.

https://vimeo.com/257738826
http://diastematicos.com/2018/02/debe-doler-el-amor/


Acclarations:

 

• The work´s best potency is with all dancers and musicians on the scene.

• The team total is 15 people directors included however in the case of the 

impossibility to cover the   expenses of two of them the company make the 
arrangements in order to provide the possibility of one. Javier Blanco is based in 
Colombia meanwhile Nayla Espinosa is based in Sweden.


• The same case is assumed for technical director because we have one in each 
country.


• In case to travel to Europe 6 travellers is the small format, 8 medium and 13 large.  

Format´s Type Description Travelling Artist Total.

SMALL
6 dancers.

Recorded music. 

1 director.

1 tech director.

8

MEDIUM

6 dancers.

2 musicians live with half 
the instrumentation merge 
with recorded music. 

1 director.

1 tech director.

10

LARGE

7 dancers.

4 musicians with all the 
instrumentation.

2 directors.

1 general assistant.

1 tech director.

15

Versions



Format´s Type Description Charge.

SMALL
6 dancers.

Recorded music. 

1 director.

1 tech director.

USD 4000

MEDIUM
6 dancers.

2 musicians live with half 
the instrumentation merge 
with recorded music. 

1 director.

1 tech director.

USD 5000

LARGE

7 dancers.

4 musicians with all the 
instrumentation.

2 directors.

1 general assistant.

1 tech director.

USD 7000 

Charge.



SPACE.

Conventional theater black box 8x10 mts mínimum.

Suitable dance floor.

 

SOUND.

Sound Console with effects 8 Channels mínimum.

6 microphones.

1 pin capacitor microphone (for violoncello).

1 feedback for musicians.

 

LIGHTS.

18 USITT Par 64WFL.

2 selecon acclaim axial zoom 18/34.

12 Selecon Acclaim Fresnel.

14 Source 4jr 25/50.

2 Par 38 Wide.

 

OTHERS.

Video Beam HD it has to be on floors level  (not hanged). If not possible the 
company can provide one.

Technical Description 



 


  

  AUDIENCE. 

 

LIGHT PLOT





Javier Blanco. 

Colombian physics, dancer, choreographer and investigator. Began his dance 
education in National University meanwhile pursued his physics studies at the same 
university, After that he enter and finishes his studies in dance at Academia Superior 
de Artes de Bogotá in which he obtained   the Maestro en Artes Escénicas con 
Énfasis en Danza Contemporánea title.

He is currently teaches in the Académia de Artes Guerrero since 2012.

Teatro Jorge Eliécer Gaitán company´s dancer in 2014, 2015 and 2016.  

Has been part of Psoas Coreolab Company under the tutelage of master Charles 
Vodoz and is currently director of Seis grados Danza renamed Sur.

 


Awards

 

2016, 2015, 2014  Teatro Jorge Eliécer Gaitán company´s dancer.

2015 first place Artistic residence Colombia Argentina. Ministerio de Cultura de 
Colombia.

2014 finalist as choreographer with the work Primavera 4x4 Tj Nights Tijuana 
México.

2013 Colapse Bolero dancer, Idartes Choreographic contest winner work-

2012 first place investigation-creation scholarship award for NO ME OLVIDES, UNA 
FLOR PARA LA MEMORIA.

2011 First place Idartes scholarship award with LA LEY DEL PÉNDULO.

2011 selected dancer for ETERNOS Company Provisional Dance (Spain).

2010 ESTADOS dancer, Idartes Choreography Contest work awarded.

About Directors-Choreographers 



Nayla Espinosa García.  

Dancer, choreographer and manager born in Bogotá-Colombia.

Has lived 11 years in Argentina where she graduated in Licenciada en Composición 
Coreográfica with mention in dance of the UNA. Specialized in Cultural 
Management and Administration  (UNA). Two years of Contemporary Dance studies 
in Academia Superior de Artes de Bogotá. Co-director with Betiana Barros of Ñu 
Danza since 2012 with mobile base in Buenos Aires, Spain And Sweden.  


Has been part as a dancer in the companies:

Danzas Puerta del Sol (1999-2001)

Ballet Liana Tosin.

Ballet Festival Art.

Sandrine Legendre Company.

Paralela dance company.

Imágenes Company.

Ñu dance company.

 

As a choreographer has made the Works:

De mar a mar te voy a amar co-directed by Martha García y Wilfran Barrios. 
Traditional dance festival winner 2003.

Falsos positivos, written thesis and for theater for the Bachelor in Choreographic 
Composition UNA.

With ñU danza with Betiana Barros they made:

Cine-Mática, selected work by Prodanza in the cycle Corpórea, Cinema Museum 
Buenos Aires.

Supongamos que Tuvimos Sida, awarded with Ministerio de Cultura de Argentina 
Mention.

El Locutorio, awarded with Instituto Nacional de Teatro de Argentina Benefit.

El diablo es mujer, co-production with Östersund Teaterverkstad of Sweden.


Amor Puro (Pure Love) made in Buenos Aires 2015 reformed in Bogotá 2018 with 
Javier Blanco.

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/93e3ad_ae4bba433e8a45aba310b2cbb1ca9231.pdf 




